Here are the materials needed and the steps to construct your own
Chimney Swift Tower, as described in the Helen Yoest story in the
November-December 2021 issue of Triangle Gardener.
The tower design and style that is recommend is published in a book entitled
Chimney Swift Towers. The book can be found at chimneyswifts.org or purchased from an online bookseller.
This plan is for the kiosk-style tower, which is 12 feet tall, free-standing, and
designed for nesting and small numbers of roosting birds.

MATERIALS NEEDED
2 Sheets - 4 x 8 ft. x 5/8 inch textured, one-eleven siding. This is important so
the birds have areas to grip in the nesting chamber.

2 Lbs. - 1 1/4 in. exterior deck screws for the nesting chamber assembly
30 - 2 in. deck screws— for the sun collar and cleat attachment
30 - 3 in. deck screws—for the form box assembly and bracing
11 - 1 x 4 in. x 12 ft. pressure-treated lumber

40 - #10 x 3/4 in. hex washer self-drilling metal screws for the tower leg
attachment
2 - 2 x 4 in. x 8 ft. construction lumber for the concrete foundation form
2 - 2 x 4 in. x 8 ft. construction lumber for temporary brace boards
6 - 2 x 4 x 18 in. stakes for form and tower base stabilizers
16 - 40 in. pieces 3/8 in. rebar and tie wire for the foundation
8 - 12 in. pieces 3/8 in. rebar and tie wire for the foundation
Multi pieces - 3/4 in. pressure-treated, exterior plywood measuring:
1 - 15 x15 in. for the tower bottom
1 - 171/4 x 171/4 in. for the tower top
2 - 7 x 8 in. for the sun collar
2 - 131/2 x 8 in. for the sun collar
8 ft. - 11/2 x 11/2 in. pressure-treated lumber for cleats for the tower top
and bottom
4 - 11/2 x 11/2 x 1/8 in. angle steel measuring 5 ft. Long—for the tower
legs
(~20) 80 Lb. bags of gravel mix concrete—for the foundation
(11) 1 x 4 in. x 12 ft. pressure-treated lumber—for the corner braces/spaces.

(1) Can spray primer, enamel—for the tower legs
(1) Can spray paint, enamel—for the tower legs
(2) 3/4 in. foil-backed rigid foam insulation board
Siding and trim/edge flashing/predator guard flashing

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FOUNDATION FORM

Materials:
(2) 2 x 10 in. x 8 ft. construction lumber. Siding and trim
3 in. deck screws
(4) 2 x 4 x 18 in. stakes

Step One: Cut each the two pieces of 2 x 10 in. lumber into one 48 in.
piece and one 45 in. piece.
Step Two: Using the 3 in. Deck screws, construct a form box from the
lumber measuring 48 in. by 48 in. This will be used as a form for pouring the foundation.
Step Three: Place the formed box on the site orientated in the desired
position. Excavate a flat-bottomed square hole that is approximately
60 in. square and 3 in. deep.
Mark the area, and remove the form box, and start digging.
Step four: Place the form box in the excavated area. Secure the frame in
a square, level position with at least four substantial wooden stakes and 3
in. deck screws. Concrete pour comes later.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTERIOR TOWER SECTIONS
(NESTING CHAMBER)

Materials
(2 sheets) 4 x 8 ft. x 5/8 in. T1-11
11/4 exterior deck screws.

Step One: The edges of T1-11 siding are designed to overlap when installed as siding. Therefore, the two long edges are different. To facilitate construction and to avoid confusion, mark the sheets for future reference. Lay the siding flat with the gloves facing down, and place a mark
every 16 in. along the 8 ft. length of the back of each sheet. Using a
lumber crayon, or other holding marking device, draw an arrow between
each of the initial marks that point to the rabbeted (or notched) edge.
Step Two: Using a circular saw, crosscut both sheets in 48 x 48 in. sections.
Step Three: For best results, use a table saw for steps three and four,
and place the factory edge next to the saw fence.
Crosscut two of the 48 x 48 in. sections into 6 strips measuring 153/4 in.
Make certain all cuts are perpendicular to the grooves. Mark all six strips
with a W for wide.
Step Four: Crosscut the remaining 48 x 48 in. sections into six strips
measuring 14 5/8 in. Make certain that all cuts are perpendicular to the
grooves. Mark all of these strips with an N for narrow.
Step Five: Using 11/4 in. deck screws, assemble three boxes measuring
48 x 153/4 x 153/4 in. Each box should be assembled with the grooves facing inward and the arrows all pointing in the same direction. Use two
W and two N strips for each box. Be certain no screws protrude into the
interior of the boxes. If assembled properly, the three tower sections will
stack and interlock to form a structure measuring 153/4 x 153/4 x 12 ft.
tall.

PREPARATION AND INSTALLATION OF THE BOTTOM
TOWER SECTION

Materials
3/4 in. pressure-treated, exterior plywood measuring 15 x 15 in.
(8 ft.) 11/2 in. X 11/2 in. Pressure-treated lumber
2 in. deck screws
3 in. deck screws
(4 pieces) 11/2 x 11/2 x 1/8 angle steel measuring 5 ft. long
#10 x 3/4 in. Hex washer self-drilling screws
(2) 2 in. x 4 in. x 8 ft. construction lumber
(2) 2 in. x 4 in. x 18 inch stakes

(16) 40 in. pieces of 3/8 in. rebar and tire wire
(8) 12 pieces of 3/8 in. rebar and tie wire
(20) 80 lb. bags of gravel-mix concrete.
Spray primer and paint
Step One: Choose one section to be the bottom. Trim the rabbeted edge
off one end so the walls on the end of the section measure 5/8 in. thick.
Cut two pieces 141/2 in. long and tow pieces 117/8 in. Long from the 11/2
x 11/2 in. lumber. Using the 2 in. deck screws, install three pieces as
cleats on the inside and even with the trimmed end of the tower section.
Drive the screws through the outer wall of the section into the cleats. It is
helpful to use clamps to hold the cleats in place while installing the
screws.
Step Two: Drill a grid of 3/8 in. holes, 13/8 in apart, in the 15 x 15 x 3/4
in. Plywood for ventilation. Install this piece to the cleated bottom section with four of the 2 in. deck screws.
Step Three: Prime and paint the angle steel to help prevent rust and corrosion of the legs. Install a 5 ft. piece of angle steel on each corner so
that 3 ft. The steel extends beyond the cleated end of the bottom tower
section. These will be the legs of the tower. Use the self-drilling screws
and a power screw-driver, or preDRILL the angle steel. Space the screws
about 6 in. apart. Be certain that no screws protrude into the interior of
the tower section.
Step Four: Stand the bottom tower section in the center of the foundation form box. Secure the bottom section in a perfectly vertical position
using a framing level, 2 x 4 in. x 8 ft. Brace boards, 18 in stakes, and 3
in. Deck screws. Install a two-layer grid of 3/8 in. Rebar, approximately
10 - 12 in. on center. Drive the 12 in. pieces of rebar into the ground
6 in. From the side of each form board and centered on each side. The
rebar should be 1 in. below the top edge of the form box. Use tie wire to

attach the grid of 3/8 in. rebar horizontally inside the form box. The steel
legs should be wired to the 3/8 in. rebar for additional strength.
Step Five: Thoroughly dampen the soil inside the form box, and fill the
form box to the top with properly mixed gravel-mix cement. Follow instructions on the bag.
Step Six: Recheck the bottom tower section with a level, and carefully
adjust if necessary. Once the concrete has set, keep the foundation moist
by covering with old dampened blankets, empty concrete bags, or burlap
bags. Allow the covered foundation to cure for forty-eight hours or more
before removing the forms or continuing with construction.

COMPLETING THE NESTING CHAMBER
Materials
(11) 1 x 4 in. x 12 ft. pressure-treated lumber
11/4 in. deck screws
2 in. deck screws
3/4 in. pressure-treated plywood measuring:
(1) 171/4 x 171/4 in.
(2) 7 x 8 in.
(2) 131/2 x 8 in.
Step One: Remove the bracing from the bottom tower section, and place
one of the two remaining sections on the base section. Make certain that
the arrows on both sections point in the same direction, or they will not
interlock. The section may need to be tapped into place.
Step Two: Cut eight pieces of the 1 x 4 in. lumber into sixteen pieces
measuring 6 ft. each. Notch eight of the 6 ft. pieces to fit around the angle steel legs that are attached to the bottom section.
Step Three: Use 11/4 in. deck screws to secure the notched 1 x 4 in.
pieces over the corners of the bottom and middle sections. They should
be even with the bottom and extend halfway up the middle section. Once
all eight corner pieces are installed, a ladder can be safely leaned against
the middle section for access to the final section.
Step Four: Install the final section on top of the tower.
Step Five: Install remaining 1 x 4 in. pieces on the corners of the tower.
Once this step is completed, the tower will be completely self-supporting.
Step Six: Using eight of the 2 in. deck screws, assemble the smaller
pieces of treated 3/4 in. plywood into a box that measures 81/2 x 131/2 x 8

in., and sand the edges smooth. This will be a sun solar for the top of the
tower to limit the amount of sunlight that enters the next chamber.
Step Seven: Cut an offset hole in the 171/4 x 171/4 in. piece of pressuretreated plywood that measures 6 x 11 in. Sand the edges of the hole
smooth. Use 2 in. deck screws to install the sun solar over the hole. Center the complete unit over the top of the tower with the sun solar on top.
Note: place the hole and sun collar on the northern edge of the tower.
This will provide the most protection to the interior of the nest chamber
from direct sunlight. Secure the top with eight evenly spaced 2 in. deck
screws.
SHEATHING AND TRIMMING OUT THE TOWER
By installing sheathing over the 1 x 4
in. corner strips, a 3/4 in. air space is
created between the outside wall and the
interior nesting chamber. This will help
keep the inside of the tower from overheating. Filling the air space with 3/4 in.
Rigid foam insulation board, with the
foil side out, prior to sheathing is highly
recommended.
A variety of products may be used for
sheathing. It may be painted or stained
to match near structures. Light colors
are recommended to keep the tower
cool. Trim boards on the corners and
around the top will give the tower a finished and more appealing look. For our
project, we used Hardie Plank siding to
match our home.

